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In a coordinate patch, the harmonic maps from the two-dimensional Minkowski 
space into a complete Riemannian manifold satisfy a nonlinear system of hyperbolic 
partial differential equations. The Cauchy problem for such systems was studied by 
Gu Chao-Hao [Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 33 (1980) 727-7371 and 0. A. 
Ladyzhenskaya and V. I. Shubov [Zap. Nauchn. Sem. Leningrad Otdel. Mat. Inst. 
Steklou. (LOMI) 110 (1981) 81-94 [in Russian]]. In this paper we investigate 
uniqueness and global existence of C* solutions of the Cauchy problem for one 
generalization of the previous hyperbolic system, when the map takes its values in 
R” endowed with the Riemannian metric. 6 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By h we denote the Riemannian metric on R”, H(u) E (hij(u))yj= I will be 
the corresponding metric matrix at a point u = (u’, . . . . urn) E R”, and recall 
[2] the formula describing Christoffel coefficients 
Jh-(u) &d(u) Jhjk(4 T;&)=h”(u) *+7-r ( >I 
2 ) (1.1) 
i, j, k = 1, .:., m, where (II”(u))~~~ I = H-‘(u), and the summation conven- 
tion is used. Denote by [T(u)u, w], U, u, w E R”, the vector of R” with com- 
ponents [r(u)u, IV]’ = T$(u)u’w~, i = 1, . . . . m. The euclidean inner product 
and norm in Ek are denoted by ( ., . ) and 1.1. 
Let us formulate the problem 
q U+[r(u)a+u,a-u]=~(t,x,U,a,u, J,U), (1.2) 
44 0) = Q(X), J,u(x, 0) = u,(x), (1.3) 
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where 0 = a;? -at, a, = a, f a,, U: R2 + R”, F: R2 x R3” -+ R”. Define the 
functional 
J(U; ~)-jJr (p+)a,t412- pqu)a,2Q 
D 
- a(t, x, u, a+ a,2+ dt dx, (1.4) 
where D c R2 is a domain, IH(u)ul’= (H(u)u, u). 
DEFINITION 1.5. By the classical ocal extremum of J on R2 we mean a 
transformation u E C’( R2, R”), such that 
-&+srp;suppd (s=o=o (1.6) 
for all maps cp: R2 + R”, cp E C,“(R’). 
Whenever u E C2(R2, R”) is a local extremum of J, it satisfies the 
Euler-Lagrange system which has the form of (1.2) with F= &z/au - 
a2alat ap - a2alax aq, where a E a( t, X, p, q), aa/& s (&i/&2, . . . . aa/atP) 
and similarly for aa/dp, aa/aq. The system investigated by Gu Chao-Hao 
[3] and Ladyzhenskaya and Shubov [S] was 
•~+[r(~)a+~,a-~lj=o. (1.7) 
Because of symmetry fjk = rii, i, j, k = 1, . . . . m, the nonlinear term in 
( 1.7 ) becomes 
which gives the usual formula used in [3, 81. When a zz 0, then J(u, D) 
defines energy [l] of the map u: D(R’ + ’ -+ R”, where R’ + ’ denotes two- 
dimensional Minkowski space, and R” is endowed with the Riemannian 
metric h. So in this case the local extremum of J is a harmonic map [ 1 ] 
over the Minkowski space R’ +I. In [3,8] the Cauchy problem was 
studied for classical (i.e., of class C2) harmonic maps u: R’ + ’ -+ N, where N 
is a complete Riemannian manifold. It was stated there that such a 
problem can be reduced to the one described by (1.7), (1.3). By different 
methods in [3, S] the existence of global (i.e., defined for all t > 0 and 
XE R) classical solutions for the problem (1.7), (1.3) withoilt any restric- 
tions on norms of u,,, u, was proved. Such a strong result is due to the 
specific structure of nonlinear terms in (1.7), because in general [5, 61 there 
are no global solutions, or there are only small amplitude solutions [7]. 
Harmonic maps over Minkowski spaces have applications in physics to 
chiral field theory [9]. 
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In this paper we 
classical solutions of 
investigate the uniqueness and global existence of 
a20 ( 
a -I- CT(w) d,o, arw1 =f(r, 4 u, w, aso, a,w,, 
2 
g+ CT(u) a,w, a,vl =dr, s, 4 4 a,o, 8,~)~ 
(1.8) 
u(r, s) = %(S), t?,v(r, s) = u,(s) for r= -s, 
for s= -r. 
(1.9) 
w(r, s) = we(r), a,w(r, s) = WI(r) 
By global existence we mean the existence on the whole R’. 
In Section 2 of our paper we state that under a suitable relation between 
F, uo, u1 andf, g, uo, wo, ol, w,, problems (1.2), (1.3) and (1.8), (1.9) are 
equivalent for classical solutions. This means that (1.8), (1.9) makes a 
generalization of (1.2), (1.3). By application of these same ideas as in [3], 
there is no difficulty in also generalizing our results over the maps 
U, v: R* -+ N, where N is a complete Riemannian manifold. 
2. UNIQUENESS 
Let us write the huperbolic system 
q u = F(t, x, a, aa, a*~), (2.1) 
where u E R”, x E R”, 0 =+A, &A= (d,u, d,u: i= 1, .,., n}, I~*u= {a:z4, 
a,a,u, a&4: i, j= 1 = 1, . . . . n}, F:R”+1xR”xRm(n+l’xRm(n+1’2~Rm. 
The following theorem generalizes the uniqueness theorem stated by John 
[6] for a single equation. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let F be continuous and bounded on every bounded set 
DcR”+l x R”‘(“+‘)x Rm(n+1)2, such that 
(F(t, x, a, a,, a*u)l Qc(D)(lu12 + I~uI*)~‘*, 
(t, x, u, au, d*u) E D, 
(2.3) 
where c(D) is a constant depending only on D. If u E C*(R x R”, R”) is a 
solution of (2.1) satisfying u(x, 0) =0, a,u(X, 0) =0 on {IX- X01 d K), 
K>O, then u(x, t) =0 on the cone E= {(x, t): [x-x0( + t < K). 
Remarks on the prooJ The method of proving this theorem is the same 
as that in [6] (see Theorem 4). We must only replace a,~@, a,~0 u from 
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[6] (see p. 50) by inner products (a,u,F), (a,~, 0~). We leave the 
verification of the details to the reader. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let f, g in (1.8) and their derivatives with respect to 
v, w, a,v, a,w be continuous on R2 x R3”. Then for each K > 0, x0 E R, the 
problem (1.8), (1.9) can possess at most one solution v, w E C’(D(x,,K), R”), 
where D(x,, K) = { Ir + x0/21 d K/2, Js - x,/2( <K/2}. 
ProoJ: By changing variables t = r + s, x = s - r, the problem (1.8), (1.9) 
is converted into 
o~+[r(w)a+v,a_wl=f~(t,~,v, w,a+~,a~w), 
ows p-(v)a- w,a+ v~=g,(t,x, v, wa, ~a- w), 
(2.51 
V(x, 0) = v,b$), a,v(x,o)= v,(x/~)- v;(x/2), 
TX, 0) = wow 1, c?,W(x,O)= wl(-x/2)-w;(-x/2), 
(2.6) 
where 
V(X, t,=v(y,$q, W(x, t) = w (y, F), (2.7) 
and fi(t, X, V, W, d, V, dp W)=f(t-x/2, t+x/2, V, W, d, V, a-W), 
similarly for g i . 
Let us now assume that we have two pairs v(l), w(l) and vt2), wC2) of 
classical solutions of (1.8), (1.9) on D(x,, K). Then V(l), W(I) and VO, W(‘) 
defined by (2.7) are classical solutins of (2.5), (2.6) on E, where E is defined 
in Theorem 2.2. If we prove that vr V(2) - V(l), @‘= WC’) - W(l) are equal 
to zero on E, then by (2.7) this ensures that v(I) = vC2), w(‘) = wC2) on 
D(x,, K). Observe, that p, w satisfy 
~(x,O)=@(x,O)=O, ~,~(x,O)=~,~(x,O)=O for lx-x,l<K, where 
f2(~)=a,(t,x)~+a2(t,x)~+a,(t,x)~+ v+a,(t,x)& @and each of the 
matrix ai, i= 1, . . . . 4, is expressed by a similar formula, so we reduce it for 
describing a, only, 
1% 
al(I,-~~=Jo v( , , t, x v(“(x t) + z[V2’(x f t) - vyx t)] 2 9 
w”‘(X, t), a + v”‘(X, t), a_ w”‘(X, t)) dz, 
where yi(. ) =fi(. ) - [r( W) d + V, d _ W]. The construction of g, can be 
carried out by analogy. Because FS (f2, g2) satisfies conditions of 
Theorem 2.2, we then claim that p = I@ s 0 on E. Q.E.D. 
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Let us now put F=G(t,x,u,d+u,&~) in (1.2), f=G(r+s, s-r, 
v, a,v, a,.~), g= G(r+s, s-r, w, a,v, 8,~) in (1.8), and u,,(s) = u,(~s), 
.v1(s)=u1(2s)+u,,(2s), w,,(r)=vO(--r), w,(r)=v,(-r) in (1.9), where uO, u1 
is the initial data from (1.3). 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let G(t, x, u, p, q), t, x E R, u, p, q E R”, and its 
derivatives with respect to u, p, q be continuous on R2 x R3m. Then under 
previous definitions of F, J; g, vO, wO, v, , wI , whenever v, w is a classical 
solution of (l.S), (1.9) on D(x,, K), then v 3 w on D(x,, K) and V defined by 
(2.7 j is a solution of (1.2), (1.3) on E. 
Proof: From (2.5), (2.6) we derive that V, W defined by (2.7) satisfies 
the system 
OV+[~(W)(7+~,/,aW]=G(t,x,V,a+V,a_W), 
t!W+[r(V)d- W,a+V]=G(t,x, W,a+V,a- W), 
(2.9) 
w, 0) = u,(x), 3, vx, 0) = u,(x), 
wx, 0) = u,(x), a, W(x, 0) = u,(x). 
Thereby for UE W - V we have the satisfactory of 
ClU=a,(t, x)U+a,(t, x)8+ U+a,(t, x)a- U, 
U(x, 0) = 0, a, U(x, 0) = 0, for \~--x~\ <K, 
(2.10) 
where matrices a,, a2, a3 are constructed similarly as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.4. From Theorem 2.2 we deduce that U- 0 on E, whence 
I/ W on E and consequently v 3 w on D(x,, K). After substitution of 
W= V into the first equation in (2.9) we conclude that V is a solution of 
(1.2), (1.3) on E. Q.E.D. 
3. GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS 
We use H, f, g to satisfy the following conditions: 
A.l. There exists c>O, such that Ju( d c IH(v)ul for every U, DE R”. 
A.2. There exists c1 > 0, that 
I(ff(~)p~f(r, s, 4 WY P, 4))l <CC, Iff(u)p12, 
I(ff(u)q, g(r, 4 0, w, p, 4))l <cl IWu)d2 
vor every r, s E R, u, v, w, p, q E R”. 
A.3. f, ge C2(R2 x R4m, R”). 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let F: Rx R” + R” be a C’ transformation satisfying 
condition 
I(ff(u)p, f’(t, P))I 6a IH(u)PI~ (3.2) 
for tER, u,p~R”‘; a > 0 is a constant. Moreover, let y: R -+ R” be a C2 
curve and q(t) = (d/dt) y(t). Then for arbitrary t, E R, p0 E R” there exists the 
unique global solution p E C2( [t,, co), R”) of the problem 
4 
z+ CRv(t))p, q(t)1 = F(t, PI> (3.3) 
P(4d=Po (3.4) 
and the estimation 
IP( 6 c lfKv(kd)pol ev(W2), tE [to, to + T) 
holds for every T > 0, where c is a constant from A. 1. 
(3.5) 
Proof It is known [4] that locally on some [to, to + T), T> 0, there 
exists a unique solution of (3.3), (3.4) of class C*. When we prove the 
estimation (3.5), then by standard arguments one can state that this 
solution exists globally on [to, co) and is of class C2. To obtain (3.5) we 
take the scalar product of both sides in (3.3) by the vector H( y(t))p. 
Under the formula (1.1) we calculate that 
d IH(;tt))p’2= (H(y(t))p, F(t, p)) on [to, to+ T). 
Since 3.2 this becomes 
d ‘H(;tt))P’2<a IH(y(t))p12, 
which by the Gronwall inequality yields 
Iff(y(t))p(t)12 G IH(y(to))po12 exp(a(t - toI) 
By assumption A.1 we have 
on [to, to + T). 
IP( d c2 IffMto))po12 ew(aT) on [to, to+ T) 
which gives (3.5). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.6. Assume that H, f, g satisfy A.1, A.2, A.3 and 
uo, w. E C2(R, R”), v,, w1 E C’(R, R”). Then there exists a unique global 
classical solution v, w of the problem (1.8), (1.9). 
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Proof: As in [3] we write the problem (1.8), (1.9) in the equivalent 
form 
(3.7) 
dV dW -=p, -=q, 
as f3r 
u(r, s)= vo(s), p(r, s) = Ul(J) for r=-s, 
dry s) = WI(r) for s = -r. 
(3.9) 
w(r, s) = we(r), 
This problem will be solved by a successive approximation method. The 
first approximation is given by 
v’“‘(r,s)=vo(-r)+(p(r+s) j’ v,(z)dz 
-, 
w”)(r, s) = wo( -s) + cp(r + s) jr wl(z) dz, 
-s 
po = a, u(O), qo = d, w(O), 
where cp E C,“(R) and q(t) = 1 for ItI < 1. The initial condition (3.9) holds 
for u”, w”, po, qo. Approximations vck), w”‘), pk, qk for k 2 1 are constructed 
as solutions of the system 
aPk 
7 + Cf(w ‘k-“)pk, qkAl] =f(r, s, v’kp’), w’kp’), pkr qk-,), (3.10) 
2 + [qv’k- 1’ )qk,Pk-II=g(r,~,V’k~“,W’k-“,Pk-l,qk), (3.11) 
dV’k’ aw'k) 
x=Pk, F’qk, (3.12) 
under initial conditions (3.9). This system is uncoupled and by A.2, A.3 
Lemma 3.1 can be applied to (3.10), (3.11). Thus by the Lemma 3.1 and 
theorems about regularity of solutions of ordinary differential equations 
[4] we claim that for k= 1 the problem (3.10), (3.11), (3.12), (3.9) 
possesses global solution u(l), w”), pr, q, E C2(R2, R”). 
This reasoning can be repeated step by step for all k > 1. From inequality 
(3.5) we derive estimations 
lPktr? s)iT hk(r7 $11 <@h (3.13) 
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for k> 1, (r,s)~D~=[-R,R]x[-R,R], where c(R)=max 
{maxf IWwdr)) u,b)l, Iff(~,(s))w,(rN>: (r, sP,}c exp(c,R), and c and cl 
are constants from A.l, A.2. 
In our sequel derivations we omit the phrase “for k > 1, (r, s) E DR” after 
each statement like that of (3.13). By (3.12) and (3.13) we immediately 
have 
(3.14) 
We also have from (3.12) that 
ock)(r, s) = u,,( -r) + js P,Jr, z) dz, 
-r 
(3.15) 
r wck’(r, s) = wo( -s) + i qk(z, s) dz, -s 
which by (3.13) it follows that 
Idk’(r, s)l, Iwck’(r, s)l <c,(R) + 2Rc(R) = c,(R), (3.16) 
where c,(R) = maxImax{ h(r)l + Iw&)l,, IoI( + Iw,(s)l }: (r, s) E DR}. 
According to (3.13) (3.14), (3.16) we can estimate the right hand side of 
(3.10), (3.11) and deduce that 
(3.17) 
where CAR) = max{max{IC~(w)p, ql - f(r, S, u, w, p, 411, tCr(o)p, 41 
- g(r, s, u, W,P, 411: (r, s)cD,, 14, Iwl < c,(R), lpl, lql <c(R)). After dif- 
ferentiation of (3.15) it follows from (3.17) that 
d 2(c,(R) + Rc,(R)) = c,(R). (3.18) 
To estimate I&/&I and jaqk/&j, we differentiate (3.10) with respect to s 
and (3.11) with respect o r. We limit ourself to deriving the estimation for 
I&&l. Estimation for \8qk/&l can be followed by analogy. After differen- 
tiation we obtain 
W(k-‘))a3Pkj qk- 11 
af =- (r, s, Jk- 11, W(k-l), 
8P 
Pk, qk--l) asPk+Fk(h d, 
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where 
U(k-‘) af aw’k-” afaq,-, F,(.)=$+gc&- - - 
+aM: as +& as 
and 
- [aAqw(k-l) )pky qk-,i - rm(k-9~~~ a.yqk-lir 
Let us take the scalar product of the both sides of this system by the 
vector H(w s U- ‘))a pk. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we show 
flH( W(k-l)), asPk12= aft) - asPk, H(w 
ap 
'k-l')a,pI) 
+ (Fk(r, S), fw’k-l’)aSPk)~ 
In virtue of (3.13), (3.14), (3.16), (3.17) we estimate 
(3.19) 
max 
ii( 
g( r, s, uck-‘)(r, s), dkel) (‘-9 s),pk(r, S), qk- ltr, s)p, Ww)P 
)I 
: 
(r, 3) ED, 
I 
,< cq(R) IH(w)P12, 
max{i(Fk(r, s), H(w)P)I: (r, J)ED,f <c,(R) iff(w)f?, 
for k> 1, w, PER”. 
When we apply these estimations to the right hand side of (3.19) and 
divide the obtained inequality by (H(wCkdl))d,pk(, then we obtain 
;H(w (k-l))aspk G h(R)I H(W ‘k-1))a3pki + c5(R)1/2~ 
from which after integration over C-s, r] we show 
+fcdR) j’ IWw (k- “(2, s))a,pk(Z, S)I dz. --s 
By the Gronwall inequality this yields 
iH(W’k-l’)a, Pki d k(R) + cdR)l exp(c,(R)(r +s)/2), (3.20) 
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where cJR) =max(jH(w,( -s))a,u,(s)l: IsI 6 R). Thereby from assump- 
tion A.1 it follows that for every R > 0 there exists 0 < c,(R) < cc for which 
la,Pk(r, s)l, (and similarly ldlqk(r, s)l) <c,(R), (3.21) 
for k> 1, (r,s)ED,. 
Now, in virtue of (3.14), (3.17) (3.18), (3.21) we can apply the 
Ascoli-Arzeli theorem for { uck), w’(k), pk, qk : k 2 1 }. Hence, there exists a 
subsequence uniformly convergent o the limit vR, wR, pR, qR on D,. By 
Theorem 2.4 of [4] we claim that uR, wR, pR, qR satisfy the system (3.7), 
(3.8), (3.9) on D,. 
The careful examination of rugularity of a solution of the system (3.7), 
(3.8) considered as a system of coupled ordinary differential equations gives 
that uR, wR E C*(D,, R”). 
We come back to the system (1.8) and from Theorem 2.4 we conclude 
that vR, wR are independent of R. Because R can be choosen arbitrarily 
large, the solution exists globally. 
Uniqueness was proved in Theorem 2.4. Q.E.D. 
4. FINAL REMARKS 
Remark 1. To the author’s knowledge nothing is known about global 
existence of solutions for the following generalization of the system (1.2) 
Oui+fl’k(U)(a,U’arvk- (Vv’,Vuk)) 
= G’(f, Y, 0, a,~, Vu), i = 1, . . . . m, 
where ye R”, V= (a,, . . . . 13,). 
(4.1) 
Let us consider only such situations when G’ = G’(t, v) or 
G’=G,(t, (k, y), v), kER”, Ik( = 1, i= 1, . . . . m. We put into (1.2) 
F’ = G’(t, u) in the first case or F’ = G’(t, x, u), x E R, i = 1, . . . . m, in the 
second case. Then under Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 2.8 the problem (1.2) 
(1.3) possesses the unique global classical solution u, provided (G’, . . . . G”) 
satisfies suitable requirements. 
In this way we obtain a global classical solution v(y, t) = u((k, y), t) of 
Eq. (4.1) satisfying initial conditions v( y, 0) = u,((k, y)), dlv(y, 0) = 
u,((k, y)), where uO, u1 are the initial data in (1.3). 
Remark 2. Let us take a map u E C*(R, R”) and a vector 6 E R”, (kl = 1. 
It is not difficult to see that u(y, t) = v(t + (k, y)), y E R”, is a solution of 
q ~i+~:,(~)(a,~ia,~~-(v~j,v~'))=o, i=l m, 3 . . . . 
where Ti,, i, j, 1= 1, . . . . m, is an arbitrary system of smooth functions. 
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